Mozi Basic Writings
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a new experience and feat by spending more cash. still when? accomplish you acknowledge that you
require to acquire those every needs subsequently having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to understand even more something like the globe, experience, some places, past history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own become old to undertaking reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is Mozi Basic Writings below.

The Complete Works of Zhuangzi - 2013-11-26
Only by inhabiting Dao (the Way of Nature) and dwelling in its unity can
humankind achieve true happiness and freedom, in both life and death.
This is Daoist philosophy’s central tenet, espoused by the person—or
group of people—known as Zhuangzi (369?-286? B.C.E.) in a text by the
same name. To be free, individuals must discard rigid distinctions
between good and bad, right and wrong, and follow a course of action
not motivated by gain or striving. When one ceases to judge events as
good or bad, man-made suffering disappears and natural suffering is
embraced as part of life. Zhuangzi elucidates this mystical philosophy
through humor, parable, and anecdote, deploying non sequitur and even
nonsense to illuminate a truth beyond the boundaries of ordinary logic.
Boldly imaginative and inventively worded, the Zhuangzi floats free of its
historical period and society, addressing the spiritual nourishment of all
people across time. One of the most justly celebrated texts of the Chinese
tradition, the Zhuangzi is read by thousands of English-language scholars
each year, yet only in the Wade-Giles romanization. Burton Watson’s
pinyin romanization brings the text in line with how Chinese scholars,
and an increasing number of other scholars, read it.
Plum Shadows and Plank Bridge - Mao Xiang 2020-01-21
Amid the turmoil of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition in seventeenthcentury China, some intellectuals sought refuge in romantic memories
from what they perceived as cataclysmic events. This volume presents
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two memoirs by famous men of letters, Reminiscences of the Plum
Shadows Convent by Mao Xiang (1611–93) and Miscellaneous Records of
Plank Bridge by Yu Huai (1616–96), that recall times spent with
courtesans. They evoke the courtesan world in the final decades of the
Ming dynasty and the aftermath of its collapse. Mao Xiang chronicles his
relationship with the courtesan Dong Bai, who became his concubine two
years before the Ming dynasty fell. His mournful remembrance of their
life together, written shortly after her early death, includes harrowing
descriptions of their wartime sufferings as well as idyllic depictions of
romantic bliss. Yu Huai offers a group portrait of Nanjing courtesans,
mixing personal memories with reported anecdotes. Writing fifty years
after the fall of the Ming, he expresses a deep nostalgia for courtesan
culture that bears the toll of individual loss and national calamity.
Together, they shed light on the sensibilities of late Ming intellectuals:
their recollections of refined pleasures and ruminations on the vagaries
of memory coexist with political engagement and a belief in bearing
witness. With an introduction and extensive annotations, Plum Shadows
and Plank Bridge is a valuable source for the literature of remembrance,
the representation of women, and the social role of intellectuals during a
tumultuous period in Chinese history.
The Diary of 1636 - 2020-08-04
Early in the seventeenth century, Northeast Asian politics hung in a
delicate balance among the Chosŏn dynasty in Korea, the Ming in China,
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and the Manchu. When a Chosŏn faction realigned Korea with the Ming,
the Manchu attacked in 1627 and again a decade later, shattering the
Chosŏn-Ming alliance and forcing Korea to support the newly founded
Qing dynasty. The Korean scholar-official Na Man’gap (1592–1642)
recorded the second Manchu invasion in his Diary of 1636, the only firstperson account chronicling the dramatic Korean resistance to the attack.
Partly composed as a narrative of quotidian events during the siege of
Namhan Mountain Fortress, where Na sought refuge with the king and
other officials, the diary recounts Korean opposition to Manchu and
Mongol forces and the eventual surrender. Na describes military
campaigns along the northern and western regions of the country, the
capture of the royal family, and the Manchu treatment of prisoners,
offering insights into debates about Confucian loyalty and the conduct of
women that took place in the war’s aftermath. His work sheds light on
such issues as Confucian statecraft, military decision making, and ethnic
interpretations of identity in the seventeenth century. Translated from
literary Chinese into English for the first time, the diary illuminates a
traumatic moment for early modern Korean politics and society. George
Kallander’s critical introduction and extensive annotations place The
Diary of 1636 in its historical, political, and military context, highlighting
the importance of this text for students and scholars of Chinese and East
Asian as well as Korean history.
The Kojiki - 2014-09-30
Written in the early eighth century, the Kojiki is considered JapanÕs first
literary and historical work. A compilation of myths, legends, songs, and
genealogies, it recounts the birth of JapanÕs islands, reflecting the
origins of Japanese civilization and future Shinto practice. The Kojiki
provides insight into the lifestyle, religious beliefs, politics, and history of
early Japan, and for centuries has shaped the nationÕs view of its past.
This innovative rendition conveys the rich appeal of the Kojiki to a
general readership by translating the names of characters to clarify their
contribution to the narrative while also translating place names to give a
vivid sense of the landscape the characters inhabit, as well as an
understanding of where such places are today. Gustav HeldtÕs expert
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organization reflects the textÕs original sentence structure and
repetitive rhythms, enhancing the readerÕs appreciation for its
sophisticated style of storytelling.
Exemplary Women of Early China - Anne Behnke Kinney 2014-02-18
When should a woman disobey her father, contradict her husband, or
shape the policy of a ruler? According to the Lienü zhuan, or Categorized
Biographies of Women, it is not only appropriate but necessary for
women to offer counsel when fathers, husbands, sons, and rulers stray
from virtue. The earliest Chinese text devoted to the moral education of
women, the Lienü zhuan was compiled by Liu Xiang (79–8 B.C.E.) at the
end of the Han dynasty (202 B.C.E.–9 C.E.) and recounts the deeds of
both virtuous and wicked women. Informed by early legends,
fictionalized historical accounts, and formal speeches on statecraft, the
text taught generations of Chinese women to cultivate filial piety and
maternal kindness and undertake such practices as suicide and selfmutilation to preserve chastity and reform wayward men. The Lienü
zhuan’s stories inspired artists for a millennium and found their way into
local and dynastic histories. An innovative work for its time, the text
remains a critical tool for mapping women’s social, political, and
domestic roles at a formative time in China’s development.
Record of Daily Knowledge and Collected Poems and Essays Yanwu Gu 2016-11-08
Gu Yanwu pioneered the late-Ming and early Qing-era practice of Han
Learning, or Evidential Learning, favoring practical over theoretical
approaches to knowledge. He strongly encouraged scholars to return to
the simple, ethical precepts of early Confucianism, and in his best-known
work, Rizhi lu (Record of Daily Knowledge), he applied this paradigm to
literature, government, economics, history, education, and philology.
This volume includes translations of selected essays from Rizhi lu and Gu
Yanwu's Shiwen Ji (Collected Poems and Essays), along with an
introduction explaining the personal and political dimensions of the
scholar's work. Gu Yanwu wrote the essays and poems featured in this
volume while traveling across China during the decades immediately
after the fall of the Ming Dynasty. They merge personal observation with
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rich articulations of Confucian principles and are, as Gu said, "not old
coin but copper dug from the hills." Like many of his contemporaries, Gu
Yanwu believed the Ming Dynasty had suffered from an
overconcentration of power in its central government and recommended
decentralizing authority while strengthening provincial self-government.
In his introduction, Ian Johnston recounts Gu Yanwu's personal history
and reviews his published works, along with their scholarly reception.
Annotations accompany his translations, and a special essay on feudalism
by Tang Dynasty poet and scholar Liu Zongyuan (773–819) provides
insight into Gu Yanwu's later work on the subject.
Grassroots Activism of Ancient China - Hung-yok Ip 2022-02-24
This book examines Mohism as a movement in early China. To analyze
how the Mohists pursued power, the author analyzes nonviolence as a
goal and strategy of the Mohist movement, the Mohists’ creation of
strategic knowledge, and their quest for a personhood that made their
activism possible.
Modeling Peace - Jie Shi 2020-03-24
Among hundreds of thousands of ancient graves and tombs excavated to
date in China, the Mancheng site stands out for its unparalleled
complexity and richness. It features juxtaposed burials of the first king
and queen of the Zhongshan kingdom (dated late second century BCE).
The male tomb occupant, King Liu Sheng (d. 113 BCE), was sent by his
father, Emperor Jing (r. 157–141 BCE), to rule the Zhongshan kingdom
near the northern frontier of the Western Han Empire, neighboring the
nomadic Xiongnu confederation. Modeling Peace interprets Western Han
royal burial as a political ideology by closely reading the architecture and
funerary content of this site and situating it in the historical context of
imperialization in Western Han China. Through a study of both the
archaeological materials and related received and excavated texts, Jie
Shi demonstrates that the Mancheng site was planned and designed as a
unity of religious, gender, and intercultural concerns. The site was built
under the supervision of the future occupants of the royal tomb, who
used these burials to assert their political ideology based on Huang-Lao
and Confucian thought: a good ruler is one who pacifies himself, his
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family, and his country. This book is the first scholarly monograph on an
undisturbed and fully excavated early Chinese royal burial site.
The Columbia Anthology of Chinese Folk and Popular Literature - Victor
H. Mair 2011-05-03
In The Columbia Anthology of Chinese Folk and Popular Literature, two
of the world's leading sinologists, Victor H. Mair and Mark Bender,
capture the breadth of China's oral-based literary heritage. This
collection presents works drawn from the large body of oral literature of
many of China's recognized ethnic groups including the Han, Yi, Miao,
Tu, Daur, Tibetan, Uyghur, and Kazak and the selections include a
variety of genres. Chapters cover folk stories, songs, rituals, and drama,
as well as epic traditions and professional storytelling, and feature both
familiar and little-known texts, from the story of the woman warrior Hua
Mulan to the love stories of urban storytellers in the Yangtze delta, the
shaman rituals of the Manchu, and a trickster tale of the Daur people
from the forests of the northeast. The Cannibal Grandmother of the Yi
and other strange creatures and characters unsettle accepted notions of
Chinese fable and literary form. Readers are introduced to antiphonal
songs of the Zhuang and the Dong, who live among the fantastic
limestone hills of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region; work and
matchmaking songs of the mountain-dwelling She of Fujian province; and
saltwater songs of the Cantonese-speaking boat people of Hong Kong.
The editors feature the Mongolian epic poems of Geser Khan and Jangar;
the sad tale of the Qeo family girl, from the Tu people of Gansu and
Qinghai provinces; and local plays known as "rice sprouts" from Hebei
province. These fascinating juxtapositions invite comparisons among
cultures, styles, and genres, and expert translations preserve the
individual character of each thrillingly imaginative work.
Record of Miraculous Events in Japan - 2013-07-02
Classic setsuwa tales describing Buddhism's emergence in eighthcentury Japan.
Basic Writings of Mo Tzu, Hsün Tzu, and Han Fei Tzu - Han Fei-tzu 1967
A collection of the writings of three major Chinese political thinkers of
the 5th through 3rd centuries B.C.
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Mo Tzu - Di Mo 1963
The thoughts and writings of this important fifth century B.C. political
and social thinker -- and formidable rival of the Confucianists -- are
presented here in English translation.
Zhuangzi: The Essential Writings with Selections from Traditional
Commentaries - Zhuangzi 2009-09-11
This volume is a translation of over two-thirds of the classic Daoist text
Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu), including the complete Inner Chapters and
extensive selections from the Outer and Miscellaneous Chapters, plus
judicious selections from 2000 years of traditional Chinese
commentaries, which provide the reader access to the text as well as to
its reception and interpretation. Brief biographies of the commentators, a
bibliography, a glossary, and an index are also included.
Styles of Radical Will - Susan Sontag 2013-10-01
Styles of Radical Will, Susan Sontag's second collection of essays,
extends the investigations she undertook in Against Interpretation with
essays on film, literature, politics, and a groundbreaking study of
pornography.
Individualism in Early China - Erica Fox Brindley 2010-06-30
Conventional wisdom has it that the concept of individualism was absent
in early China. In this uncommon study of the self and human agency in
ancient China, Erica Fox Brindley provides an important corrective to
this view and persuasively argues that an idea of individualism can be
applied to the study of early Chinese thought and politics with intriguing
results. She introduces the development of ideological and religious
beliefs that link universal, cosmic authority to the individual in ways that
may be referred to as individualistic and illustrates how these evolved
alongside and potentially helped contribute to larger sociopolitical
changes of the time, such as the centralization of political authority and
the growth in the social mobility of the educated elite class. Starting with
the writings of the early Mohists (fourth century BCE), Brindley analyzes
many of the major works through the early second century BCE by Laozi,
Mencius, Zhuangzi, Xunzi, and Han Feizi, as well as anonymous authors
of both received and excavated texts. Changing notions of human agency
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affected prevailing attitudes toward the self as individual—in particular,
the onset of ideals that stressed the power and authority of the
individual, either as a conformist agent in relation to a larger whole or as
an individualistic agent endowed with inalienable cosmic powers and
authorities. She goes on to show how distinctly internal (individualistic),
external (institutionalized), or mixed (syncretic) approaches to selfcultivation and state control emerged in response to such ideals. In her
exploration of the nature of early Chinese individualism and the various
theories for and against it, she reveals the ways in which authors
innovatively adapted new theories on individual power to the needs of
the burgeoning imperial state. With clarity and force, Individualism in
Early China illuminates the importance of the individual in Chinese
culture. By focusing on what is unique about early Chinese thinking on
this topic, it gives readers a means of understanding particular "Chinese"
discussions of and respect for the self.
The Essential Huainanzi - John S. Major 2012-03-06
In 2010, the editors of this volume completed the first unabridged
English-language translation of the Huainanzi, opening exciting new
pathways in the study of philosophy, Asian studies, political science, and
Asian literature. This abridgement contains essential selections from
each of the Huainanzi's twenty-one chapters and adds a new introduction
and chapter descriptions. The text represents a remarkable synthesis of
Daoist classics, such as the Laozi and the Zhuangzi; books associated
with the Confucian tradition, such as the Changes, the Odes, and the
Documents; and a range of other foundational philosophical and literary
works, from the Mozi to the Hanfeizi. The abridgement preserves the
Huainanzi's special rhetorical features, such as its parallel prose, verse,
and unique compositional techniques. The Essential Huainanzi continues
to increase awareness of this brilliant work and change our
understanding of early Chinese history.
Mozi - Di Mo 2003
Mozi (fifth century B.C.) was an important political and social thinker
and formidable rival of the Confucianists. He advocated universal love -his most important doctrine according to which all humankind should be
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loved and treated as one's kinfolk -- honoring and making use of worthy
men in government, and identifying with one's superior as a means of
establishing uniform moral standards. He also believed in the will of
Heaven and in ghosts. He firmly opposed offensive warfare,
extravagance -- including indulgence in music and allied pleasures -elaborate funerals and mourning, fatalistic beliefs, and Confucianism.
The Sarashina Diary - Sugawara no Takasue no Musume 2018-03-20
A thousand years ago, a young Japanese girl embarked on a journey from
deep in the countryside of eastern Japan to the capital. Forty years later,
with the long account of that journey as a foundation, the mature woman
skillfully created an autobiography that incorporates many moments of
heightened awareness from her long life. Married at age thirty-three, she
identified herself as a reader and writer more than as a wife and mother;
enthralled by fiction, she bore witness to the dangers of romantic fantasy
as well as the enduring consolation of self-expression. This reader’s
edition streamlines Sonja Arntzen and Moriyuki Itō’s acclaimed
translation of the Sarashina Diary for general readers and classroom use.
This translation captures the lyrical richness of the original text while
revealing its subtle structure and ironic meaning, highlighting the
author’s deep concern for Buddhist belief and practice and the
juxtaposition of poetic passages and narrative prose. The translators’
commentary offers insight into the author’s family and world, as well as
the style, structure, and textual history of her work.
Mozi - Di Mo 2013
The authors of the Mozi, an anthology of enormous scope and great
importance, can be credited with having produced, during the Warring
States period (453–221 BCE), the earliest extended philosophical
discourse in China on a varied set of topics that range from aggressive
warfare and prolonged mourning for the dead, to frugality, love for
others and belief in divine agency. This study and translation offers a
new interpretation of the Mozi's thirty six chapters on political and
ethical philosophy. Based on an initial translation by the late John
Knoblock, it attempts to understand the Mozi in light of excavated
manuscripts and recent scholarship on ancient Chinese philosophy.
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The Teachings of Master Wuzhu - Wendi Leigh Adamek 2011
The Record of the Dharma-Jewel Through the Generations ( Lidai fabao
ji) is a little-known Chan/Zen Buddhist text of the eighth century,
rediscovered in 1900 at the Silk Road oasis of Dunhuang. The only
remaining artifact of the Bao Tang Chan school of Sichuan, the text
provides a fascinating sectarian history of Chinese Buddhism intended to
showcase the iconoclastic teachings of Bao Tang founder Chan Master
Wuzhu (714-774). Wendi Adamek not only brings Master Wuzhu's
experimental community to life but also situates his paradigm-shifting
teachings within the history of Buddhist thought. Having published the
first translation of theLidai fabao ji in a Western language, she revises
and presents it here for wide readership. Written by disciples of Master
Wuzhu, the Lidai fabao ji is one of the earliest attempts to implement a
"religion of no-religion," doing away with ritual and devotionalism in
favor of "formless practice." Master Wuzhu also challenged the
distinctions between lay and ordained worshippers and male and female
practitioners. The Lidai fabao ji captures his radical teachings through
his reinterpretation of the Chinese practices of merit, repentance,
precepts, and Dharma transmission. These aspects of traditional
Buddhism continue to be topics of debate in contemporary practice
groups, making theLidai fabao ji a vital document of the struggles,
compromises, and insights of an earlier era. Adamek's volume opens with
a vivid introduction animating Master Wuzhu's cultural environment and
comparing his teachings to other Buddhist and historical sources.
Selected Writings of Nichiren - Nichiren Daishonin 1990
-- Robert E. Morrell, Washington University
Traditional Japanese Literature - Haruo Shirane 2012
Traditional Japanese Literature features a rich array of works dating
from the very beginnings of the Japanese written language through the
evolution of Japan's noted aristocratic court and warrior cultures. It
contains stunning new translations of such canonical texts as The Tales
of the Heike as well as works and genres previously ignored by scholars
and unknown to general readers.
The Fragrant Companions - Li Yu 2022-07-12
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Two young gentry women meet by chance at a nunnery in Yangzhou,
where they fall in love at first sight. After they exchange poetry and
recognize each other’s literary talents, their emotional bond deepens.
They conduct a mock wedding ceremony at the nunnery and hatch a plan
to spend the rest of their lives together. Their schemes are stymied by a
series of obstacles, but in the end the two women find an unlikely
resolution—a ménage-à-trois marriage. The Fragrant Companions is the
most significant work of literature that portrays female same-sex love in
the entire premodern Chinese tradition. Written in 1651 by Li Yu, one of
the most inventive and irreverent literary figures of seventeenth-century
China, this play is at once an unconventional romantic comedy, a barbed
satire, and a sympathetic portrayal of love between women. It offers a
sensitive portrait of the two women’s passion for each other, depicts
their intellectual pursuits and resourcefulness, and celebrates their
partial triumph over social convention. At the same time, Li caustically
mocks the imperial examination system and deflates the idealized image
of the male scholar. The Fragrant Companions is both an indispensable
source for students and scholars of gender and sexuality in premodern
China and a compelling work of literature for all readers interested in
China’s rich theatrical traditions.
A Couple of Soles - Li Yu 2019-12-03
A Couple of Soles is a classic comedic romance by the seventeenthcentury playwright Li Yu. Tan Chuyu, a poor young scholar, falls in love
with the beautiful actress Liu Miaogu. He joins her family’s acting
troupe, and, in plays within the play, romance ensues. After Liu’s family
attempts to marry her off to a local country squire, she performs a
famous scene in which a heroine drowns herself—and then jumps off the
stage into a river, followed by Tan. The local river deity rescues the
lovers from death by transforming them into a pair of soles. Li balances
their romance with the adventures of a retired upright official involving
banditry, bribery, and mistaken identity—and who nets and shelters the
two fish when they regain human form. Written at a time when China
was beginning to recover from the cataclysmic Ming-Qing dynastic
transition, A Couple of Soles displays Li’s biting wit as well as his
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reflections on the concerns of his age, including the dangers of
administrative service and the role of theater in society. The play
combines witty wordplay and caustic satire with a strong emphasis on
traditional moral values. The first major comedy from late imperial China
to appear in English translation, A Couple of Soles provides an
unparalleled view of the theater in seventeenth-century China. A general
introduction and a detailed appendix shed further light on the play and
its context.
Basic Writings - Chuang-tzu 1996
Chuang Tzu (369?-286? BC) was a leading Taoist philosopher. Using
parable and anecdote, allegory and paradox, he set forth in this book the
early ideas of what was to become the Taoist school. This collection
includes the seven "inner chapters," three of the "outer chapters," and
one of the "miscellaneous chapters."
Readings in Classical Chinese Philosophy (Second Edition) - Philip
J. Ivanhoe 2005-01-01
This new edition offers expanded selections from the works of Kongzi
(Confucius), Mengzi (Mencius), Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu), and Xunzi (Hsun
Tzu); two new works, the dialogues 'Robber Zhi' and 'White Horse'; a
concise general introduction; brief introductions to, and selective
bibliographies for, each work; and four appendices that shed light on
important figures, periods, texts, and terms in Chinese thought.
The Original Meaning of the Yijing - Zhu Xi 2019-11-05
The Yijing (I Ching), or Scripture of Change, is traditionally considered
the first and most profound of the Chinese classics. Originally a
divination manual based on trigrams and hexagrams, by the beginning of
the first millennium it had acquired written explanations and a series of
appendices attributed to Confucius, which transformed it into a work of
wisdom literature as well as divination. Over the centuries, hundreds of
commentaries were written on it, but for the past thousand years, one of
the most influential has been that of Zhu Xi (1130–1200), who
synthesized the major interpretive approaches to the text and integrated
it into his system of moral self-cultivation. Joseph A. Adler’s translation of
the Yijing includes for the first time in any Western language Zhu Xi’s
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commentary in full. Adler explores Zhu Xi’s interpretation of the text and
situates it in the context of his overall theoretical system. Zhu Xi held
that the Yijing was originally composed for the purpose of divination by
the mythic sage Fuxi, who intended to create a system to aid decision
making. The text’s meaning, therefore, could not be captured by a single
commentator; it would emerge for each person through the process of
divination. This translation makes available to the English-language
audience a crucial text in the history of Chinese religion and philosophy,
with an introduction and translator’s notes that explain its intellectual
and historical context.
The Book of Swindles - Yingyu Zhang 2017-09-05
This is an age of deception. Con men ply the roadways. Bogus alchemists
pretend to turn one piece of silver into three. Devious nuns entice young
women into adultery. Sorcerers use charmed talismans for mind control
and murder. A pair of dubious monks extorts money from a powerful
official and then spends it on whoring. A rich student tries to bribe the
chief examiner, only to hand his money to an imposter. A eunuch kidnaps
boys and consumes their "essence" in an attempt to regrow his penis.
These are just a few of the entertaining and surprising tales to be found
in this seventeenth-century work, said to be the earliest Chinese
collection of swindle stories. The Book of Swindles, compiled by an
obscure writer from southern China, presents a fascinating tableau of
criminal ingenuity. The flourishing economy of the late Ming period
created overnight fortunes for merchants—and gave rise to a host of
smooth operators, charlatans, forgers, and imposters seeking to siphon
off some of the new wealth. The Book of Swindles, which was ostensibly
written as a manual for self-protection in this shifting and unstable
world, also offers an expert guide to the art of deception. Each story
comes with commentary by the author, Zhang Yingyu, who expounds a
moral lesson while also speaking as a connoisseur of the swindle. This
volume, which contains annotated translations of just over half of the
eighty-odd stories in Zhang's original collection, provides a wealth of
detail on social life during the late Ming and offers words of warning for
a world in peril.
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Understanding Asian Philosophy - Alexus McLeod 2014-11-20
Understanding Asian Philosophy introduces the four major Asian
traditions through their key texts and thinkers: the Analects of
Confucius, the Daoist text Zhuangzi, the early Buddhist Suttas, and the
Bhagavad Gita. Approached through the central issue of ethical
development, this engaging introduction reveals the importance of moral
self-cultivation and provides a firm grounding in the origins of Asian
thought. Leading students confidently through complex texts,
Understanding Asian Philosophy includes a range of valuable features: •
brief biographies of main thinkers such as Confucius and Zhuangzi •
primary source material and translations • maps and timelines •
comprehensive lists of recommended reading and links to further study
resources • relevant philosophical questions at the end of each chapter
As well as sections on other texts and thinkers in the tradition, there are
frequent references to contemporary examples and issues. Each chapter
also discusses other thinkers in different traditions in the West,
presenting various comparative approaches. With its clear focus on
thinkers and texts, Understanding Asian Philosophy is an ideal
undergraduate introduction to Chinese, Indian, Buddhist and Daoist
thought.
The Ethical and Political Works of Motse - Yi-Pao Mei 1974
The Essential Mòz%i - Mo Mo Zi 2020-06-11
'The task of the benevolent person is surely to diligently seek to promote
the benefit of the world and eliminate harm to the world' The M�zi is
among the founding texts of the Chinese philosophical tradition,
presenting China's earliest ethical, political, and logical theories. The
collected works introduce concepts, assumptions, and issues that had a
profound, lasting influence throughout the classical and early imperial
eras. M�zi and his followers developed the world's first ethical theory,
and presented China's first account of the origin of political authority
from a state of nature. They were prominent social activists whose moral
and political reform movement sought to improve the welfare of the
common people and eliminate elite extravagance and misuse of power. In
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this new translation, Chris Fraser focuses on the philosophical aspects of
the writing and allows readers to truly enter the Mohists' world of
thought. This abridged edition includes the essential political and social
topics of concern to this vital movement. Informed by traditional and
recent scholarship, the translation presents the Mohists' ideas and
arguments clearly, precisely, and coherently, while accurately reflecting
the meaning, terminology, and style of the original.
墨子全譯 - Di Mo 2010
An English translation of the complete work and the first bilingual
version in any European language. It is one of the small number of key
texts surviving from the first flowering of Chinese philosophy during the
Warring States period.
Shizi - 2012-07-03
By blending multiple strands of thought into one ideology, Chinese
Syncretists of the pre-imperial period created an essential guide to
contemporary ideas about self, society, and government. Merging
traditions such as Ruism, Mohism, Daoism, Legalism, and Yin-Yang
naturalism into their work, Syncretists created an integrated intellectual
approach that contrasts with other, more specific philosophies.
Presenting the first full English translation of the earliest example of a
Syncretist text, this volume introduces Western scholars to both the
brilliance of the syncretic method and a critical work of Chinese
leadership. Written by Shi Jiao, China's first syncretic thinker, during the
Warring States Period of 481 to 221 BCE, Shizi is similar to Machiavelli's
The Prince in that it dispenses wisdom to would-be rulers. It stresses the
need for leaders to be detached and objective. It further encourages selfcultivation and effective government, recommending that rulers maintain
self-discipline, hire reliable people, delegate power transparently, and
promote others in an orderly fashion. The people, it is argued, will
emulate their leader's wisdom and virtue, and a just and peaceful state
will result. Paul Fischer provides an extensive introduction and a
chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis of the text—outlining the
importance of syncretism in Chinese culture—and explores the text's
particular features, authorship, transmission, loss, and reconstruction
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over time. The Shizi set the stage for a long history of syncretic endeavor
in China, and its study provides insight into the vital traditions of early
Chinese philosophy. It is also a template for interpreting other wellknown works, such as the Confucian Analects, the Daoist Laozi, the
Mohist Mozi, and the Legalist Shang jun shu.
Monsters, Animals, and Other Worlds - Keller Kimbrough 2018-02-20
Monsters, Animals, and Other Worlds is a collection of twenty-five
medieval Japanese tales of border crossings and the fantastic, featuring
demons, samurai, talking animals, amorous plants, and journeys to
supernatural realms. The most comprehensive compendium of short
medieval Japanese fiction in English, Monsters, Animals, and Other
Worlds illuminates a rich world of literary, Buddhist, and visual culture
largely unknown today outside of Japan. These stories, called otogizōshi,
or Muromachi tales (named after the Muromachi period, 1337 to 1573),
date from approximately the fourteenth through seventeenth centuries.
Often richly illustrated in a painted-scroll format, these vernacular
stories frequently express Buddhist beliefs and provide the practical
knowledge and moral education required to navigate medieval Japanese
society. The otogizōshi represent a major turning point in the history of
Japanese literature. They bring together many earlier types of
narrative—court tales, military accounts, anecdotes, and stories about
the divine origins of shrines and temples––joining book genres with
parlor arts and the culture of itinerant storytellers and performers. The
works presented here are organized into three thematically overlapping
sections titled, “Monsters, Warriors, and Journeys to Other Worlds,”
“Buddhist Tales,” and “Interspecies Affairs.” Each translation is prefaced
by a short introduction, and the book features images from the original
scroll paintings, illustrated manuscripts, and printed books.
The Demon at Agi Bridge and Other Japanese Tales - Haruo Shirane
2011
Haruo Shirane and Burton Watson, renowned translators and scholars,
introduce English-speaking readers to the vivid tradition of early and
medieval Japanese folktales. These dramatic and often amusing stories
offer a major view of the foundations of Japanese culture.
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Beauty and Human Existence in Chinese Philosophy - Keping Wang
2021-05-26
This book considers the Chinese conception of beauty from a historical
perspective with regard to its significant relation to human personality
and human existence. It examines the etymological implications of the
pictographic character mei, the totemic symbolism of beauty, the
ferocious beauty of the bronzeware. Further on, it proceeds to look into
the conceptual progression of beauty in such main schools of thought as
Confucianism, Daoism and Chan Buddhism. Then, it goes on to illustrate
through art and literature the leading principles of equilibriumharmony,
spontaneous naturalness, subtle void and synthetic possibilities. It also
offers a discussion of modern change and transcultural creation
conducted with particular reference to the theory of the poetic state par
excellence (yi jing shuo) and that of art as sedimentation (ji dian shuo).
Xunzi - Xunzi 2003
"The Xunzi is written with a precision and elegance that was unrivaled in
the ancient period, and was the most complete, well-ordered
philosophical system of his day. Today's reader will find its ideas on
leadership, education, and moral training surprisingly close to concerns
of our own age."--BOOK JACKET.
Zhuangzi - Zhuangzi 2003
Only by understanding Dao (the Way of Nature) and dwelling in its unity
can humankind achieve true happiness and freedom, in both life and
death. This is the central tenet of the philosophy espoused by Zhuangzi
(369?-286? B.C.) in the book that bears his name. A leading philosopher
of the Daoist strain, Zhuangzi used parable and anecdote, allegory and
paradox, to set forth the early ideas of what was to become the Daoist
school. Witty and imaginative, enriched by brilliant imagery, and making
sportive use of both mythological and historical personages (including
even Confucius), this is a timeless classic.
Han Feizi - 2003-05-14

mozi-basic-writings

Trenchant, sophisticated, and cynical, Han Feizi has been read in every
age and is still of interest today when people are more than ever
concerned with the nature and use of power. Han Feizi (280?-233 B.C.), a
prince of Han, was a representative of the Fa-chia, or Legalist, school of
philosophy and produced the final and most readable exposition of its
theories. His handbook for the ruler deals with the problems of
strengthening and preserving the state, the way of the ruler, the use of
power, and punishment and favor. Ironically, the ruler most influenced
by Han Feizi, the king of Qin, eventually sent Han Feizi to prison, where
he later committed suicide.
Confucianism's Prospects - Shaun O'Dwyer 2019-08-01
Challenges descriptions of East Asian societies as Confucian cultures and
communitarian Confucian models as a political alternative to liberal
democracy. In Confucianism’s Prospects, Shaun O’Dwyer offers a rare
critical engagement with English language scholarship on Confucianism.
Against the background of historical and sociological research into the
rapid modernization of East Asian societies, O’Dwyer reviews several key
Confucian ethical ideas and proposals for East Asian alternatives to
liberal democracy that have emerged from this scholarship. He also puts
the following question to Confucian scholars: what prospects do those
ideas and proposals have in East Asian societies in which liberal
democracy and pluralism are well established, and individualization and
declining fertility are impacting deeply upon family life? In making his
case, O’Dwyer draws upon the neglected work of Japanese philosophers
and intellectuals who were witnesses to Japan’s pioneering East Asian
modernization, and protagonists in the rise and disastrous wartime fall of
its own modernized Confucianism. He contests a sometimes Sinocentric
and ahistorical conception of East Asian societies as “Confucian
societies,” while also recognizing that Confucian traditions can
contribute importantly to global philosophical dialogue, and to civic and
religious life. Shaun O’Dwyer is Associate Professor in the Faculty of
Languages and Cultures at Kyushu University.
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